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To catch afflatus in uncertainty is very important for me to be an artist. The 
afflatus is the source of production, the beginning of production. They will create new 
afflatus at the end, like a circle, yet not a circle. They will inherit continue and 
develop, yet quite different. The most important gain during my years for art 
producing knows how to catch afflatus in uncertainty. This makes me more 
freewheeling in holding producing, and easier to get and let go. My art production 
won’t just be of a passive student but a creative, mastering and absolute producing 
artist with this state. 
Firstly to discover, coordinate and define own conception of production in the 
uncertainty of one’s notion and learn to discover afflatus; secondly to train the 
sensitivity for afflatus supporting by the conception in the uncertainty comes from the 
intention of producing; thirdly to hold the afflatus in the uncertainty of setting the 
details of products when establishing projects; finally to reappear the content of 
afflatus in uncertainty of deciding the representation of details during the course of 
actualizing the project. So my conception will be continued, and will bring out new, 
continual afflatus of producing during the course of exhibition and in the uncertainty 
of participation of the audience. 
“Art comes from life” is not appropriate to me. As a matter of fact, my art 
production is my life; they are pervaded by each other. Because of that, I can catch the 
afflatus and produce freely in the uncertainty of every side, every situation. This paper 
is more like a confession of mine. My life and my art producing are interlaced, this is 
my life of multi-media art producing during these years. 
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图 1：影像作品《数》          图 2：影像作品《单眼皮双眼皮》 
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